Toolesboro National Historic Landmark
6568 Toolesboro Ave, Wapello, IA 52653
What is at Toolesboro National Historic Landmark?
1963- The family of George H. Mosier donated the land to the State of Iowa.
1966 - The Toolesboro mounds were designated as a National Historic Landmark.
1969 - The museum was constructed.
The State Historical Society of Iowa manages Toolesboro National Historic
Landmark.
Louisa County Conservation provides maintenance and interpretation under an
agreement with the State Historical Society.

Visitor’s Center Open Seasonally and By Appointment
Memorial Weekend - Labor Day: 12:30-4:30 pm. Wednesday - Sunday
Labor Day - October 31: 12:30-4:30, Saturday’s only.
Appointment: Louisa County Conservation Office 319-523-8381

What is at Toolesboro National Historic Landmark?

Toolesboro includes some of the best-preserved and accessible remnants of Iowa’s
Hopewell culture, a Middle Woodland people who hunted, gathered, and
gardened.
The burial mounds date from 200 B.C to 3000 A.D.
9 burial mounds stretch along the bluff, 7 are part of the National Historic
Landmark and 2 are on private property.
There are historic accounts of a large Earthwork located south-west of the burial
mounds but any physical evidence of this Earthwork can not be seen on the
landscape.

A sketch of the Toolesboro Earthwork from
Newhall, John B. (1841) Sketches of Iowa, or the
Emigrants Guide. J. H. Colton, New York.

Mounds 1-4
Two mounds are easily visible in the open area North of the Visitor’s Center.

Mounds 3 & 4 are visible through the trees
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What are Burial Mounds?
Burial Mounds are found throughout the State of Iowa. Iowa’s Archaeological
Sites are frequently found along the bluffs of rivers.
Water is, and always has been, a critical resource for
humans.
Iowa’s mound builders were part of the Woodland
tradition which spanned a significant time period
from 500 B.C.– A.D. 1000.
The Woodland people are characterized by their
ceramic production, agricultural practices, and burial
mound construction.

A map of the geographical spread
of sites in Iowa.
archaeology.uiowa.edu

The Woodland People: 500 B.C - A.D 1000
The Woodland tradition is divided into Early, Middle, and Late time periods.
The Woodland tradition happened so long ago that little is known about the people
themselves. Archaeologists do not know what they called themselves and identify
the people by the practices and artifacts left behind.

Early Woodland (500-1000 B.C): Settlements were small and seasonal. There is
evidence of interaction with other Midwest groups. Large burial mounds were
constructed. Early Woodland sites are common in the Mississippi River Valley.
Middle Woodland (100 B.C-A.D. 300): These were the mound builders at
Toolesboro National Historic Landmark.
Settlements were small and river-based containing gardens full squash, tobacco,
and native grain crops.
The people created very technical artworks, a complex burial tradition, and traded
extensively as part of the Hopewell Interaction Sphere.
Late Woodland (A.D 300 - A.D 1000): Settlements were larger and organized as
populations increased.
Bow and arrow technology was introduced in the Midwest. Gardening practices
continued to develop and the first traces of corn are found.
Mound construction was simpler with exceptions such as the animal shaped
mounds built at Effigy Mounds in Northeast Iowa.
For more information: A Brief Cultural History of Iowa by Shirley Schermer, William Green,
and James Collins. 1995, University of Iowa

Hopewell Interaction Sphere
The Hopewell
Interaction Sphere
extended from the
Great Lakes to the Gulf
of Mexico and from
the Missouri River to
the Appalachian
Mountains.
Groups of people
exchanged cultural
traditions, technology,
and materials.

Locally, the people in Louisa County are classified as the Havana Hopewell
Tradition and interacted closely with people in Mississippi and Illinois River
Valleys.
Artifacts made with exotic materials such as marine shells, copper, mica, pearls,
obsidian and more were found at Toolesboro National Historic Builders
participated in trade within the Hopewell Interaction Sphere.

Archaeology at Toolesboro
Excavations were done from the 1830s into the late 19th century
Some excavations were done by locals and some by early archaeologists
The excavations were not always well recorded. Artifacts, human remains, and
mounds disappeared or were destroyed.
There were at least 20 mounds at Toolesboro, now there are 9 remaining.
One of the visible mounds has a
depression in the middle. This
could be due to erosion or early
excavation.

Current archaeological practices are non-invasive. Mounds are only disturbed if
there is a direct danger of destruction.

Technology such as LiDAR (Light Detection
and Ranging) allows archaeologists to send
laser light into the ground and, using the
reflected light, get an idea of what is
happening on the ground without disruption.

Toolesboro Mounds Archaeology Summary
19th Century archaeology at Toolesboro resulted in many artifacts and human
remains that gave an insight into the life of the Woodland People.
Artifact Highlights - all known artifacts are curated at the Putnam Museum
Effigy Pipes - 8 ground stone pipes, most in
the shape of birds and one in the shape of a
mammal. These effigy pipes are very unique
and a symbol of the Toolesboro Mound
Group.

Pottery - Uniquely patterned pottery was found but only two pieces are curated.
There are historic photos of other pots including one with a dog print design.
Copper - 26 copper artifacts including celts, gouges, and pins were found made
with raw material originating from the Lake Superior Region.
Human Remains
Remains that were not lost or destroyed were kept at the Putnam Museum until
2001 when they were moved to the Office of the State Archaeologist for bone
analysis. The remains were reburied in an undisclosed cemetery designated for
reinternment of ancient human remains.
The remains consisted of 8 or 9 adults ranging from 16-17 years old to “older
adults” and 5 sub-adults ranging from 3 months to 5.5 years old.
Toolesboro: A Havana-Hopewell Mound Group in Southeastern Iowa. Journal of the Iowa Archaeological Society Vol
66, 2019

Let’s Talk Time
Time is written about in many different ways and can be confusing depending on
which label is used!
BC/AD - “Before Christ” and “Anno Domini” (“in the year of our lord”).
This method counts years from the birth of Jesus Christ in the year 525.
BCE/CE - “Before the Common (Current) Era” and “Common (Current) Era”.
This method is the same as BC/AD but uses religiously neutral terms.
BC and BCE are the same. AD and CE are the same.
“Years Ago”:
How do I convert a BC/BCE or AD/CE date to “years ago”?
Take the current year and add the BC/BCE date.
2020 + 150 BC = 2,170 years ago.
Take the current year and subtract the AD/CE date.
2020 - 200 AD = 1,820 years ago.

Toolesboro National Historic Landmark: A Stop Along the Great River Road
The Great River Road National Scenic Byway
stretches 3,000+ miles along the Mississippi River from
Lake Itasca in Minnesota to the Gulf of Mexico in
Louisiana following a network of federal, state, and
county roads.
The Great River Road in Iowa is 328 miles filled with
recreation opportunities, cultural and historical sites,
and scenic views.

Toolesboro National Historic Landmark is stop
26 along this unforgettable scenic byway.

To learn more about the Great River Road in
Iowa, visit the Travel Iowa website for
information and to download a PDF Guide and
Map. www.traveliowa.com

Toolesboro for Kids
The people that built the Toolesboro Burial Mounds were called the Woodland
People. They lived in Louisa County 2,000 years ago!
The Woodland People did not write things down so we have to look at what they
left behind to learn about what their life was like.
They hunted with spears using an atlatl.
The spears had spear points made out of rock.

Their houses were made out of
reeds, grasses, and covered with
animal hide in the winter.
They traded with people as far away as the Gulf of
Mexico and the Rocky Mountains for materials like
shells and obsidian (a sharp volcanic rock).

The Effigy Pipes found at Toolesboro
are famous! “Effigy” means in the shape
of an animal.
This drawing shows 4 of the Effigy
Pipes. What animals do you think they
look like?
Remember, the people lived in Iowa
along the Mississippi and Iowa River.

Toolesboro for Kids
Every culture handles death differently. European cultures build cemeteries.
The Woodland People built burial mounds. Sometimes one person was buried
in the mound, sometimes more.

There are 7 burial mounds at Toolesboro. There used to be at least 20. Some of
the mounds eroded away, were dug into, or were farmed over.
How do we know all of this?
Archaeologists study the things that were made or used by humans.
An artifact like an arrowhead, spear point, or effigy pipe can tell an archaeologist
a lot about the people that made it!
If you are interested in learning more about archaeology or cultural history in
Iowa visit:
The State Historical Society of Iowa’s Goldie’s Kids Club
Iowa Archaeology’s Facebook Page
Or come to a Louisa County Conservation public program at Toolesboro!

The State Historical Society of Iowa
The Iowa Department of Cultural Affairs empowers Iowa to build and sustain
culturally vibrant communities by connecting Iowans to the people, places and
points of pride that define our state.
The State Historical Society of Iowa falls under the umbrella of the Iowa
Department of Cultural Affairs. The society preserves and provides access to
Iowa’s historical resources.
Toolesboro National Historic Landmark is one of the eight historic sites in our
state managed by the State Historical Society.
The State Historical Society has two publications on the Toolesboro Mounds that
can be accessed online.

Toolesboro Mounds History
This publication dives into an overview of the prehistoric people and
archaeological history of Toolesboro.

Teacher’s Guide: Toolesboro Mounds
This publication includes a site summary and activities for teachers (or parents) to
explore.

The Office of the State Archaeologist
The mission of the Office of the State Archaeologist (OSA)
is to develop, disseminate, and preserve knowledge of
Iowa’s human past through Midwestern and Plains
archaeological research, scientific discovery, public
stewardship, service, and education.
Archaeologists from OSA have been an integral part of the
archaeological work and research at Toolesboro.
OSA’s Bioarcheology Program is responsible for the proper treatment of ancient
human remains and burial sites (at least 150 years old) in Iowa. The human
remains from Toolesboro were transferred from the Putnam Museum to OSA in
2001 for study and reburial by the Bioarcheology Program.
The Bioarcheology Program maintains records of burial mounds in the state. If
you have questions about burial mounds or potential burial mounds on your
property, please reach out to the Bioarcheology Program Director
OSA’s Education Program produces articles and brochures, all available online.
Some highlights include:
Ancient Technology Brochure Series
Archery technology, flintknapping, bone tools, ground stone artifacts, pottery
Crops of Ancient Iowa
A Brief Cultural History of Iowa publication
Woodland Period publication

